This week in Pre-Kindergarten we are happy to announce that the children are settling in well and are getting to know their new routine very quickly. We have enjoyed reading, Room on the Broom by Julia Donaldson and Cuthbert’s Babies by Pamela Allen.

These books have sparked conversations about differences, friendships and families. We have been looking at and listening to many rhyming words and focused on the nursery rhyme, Hickory, Dickory Dock. Mousie Brown, the class puppet, was a hit with the children. We have explored the colour blue and investigated squares. During news, the children have brought in their favourite toy to show.

It is pleasing to witness so many confident children. We enjoy having Mrs Rivett as our Assistant, Library with Mrs Wells, PE with Mr Jackman and music with Mrs McLeod. I look forward to catching up with all the Pre-Kinder families at the Junior School picnic on Tuesday.

Deb Porter - Pre-Kinder 2 and 3-Day Teacher